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ABSTRACT

The task of associating images and videos with a natural language description has
attracted a great amount of attention recently. Rapid progress has been made in
terms of both developing novel algorithms and releasing new datasets. Indeed, the
state-of-the-art results on some of the standard datasets have been pushed into the
regime where it has become more and more difficult to make significant improve-
ments. Instead of proposing new models, this work investigates the possibility of
empirically establishing performance upper bounds on various visual captioning
datasets without extra data labelling effort or human evaluation. In particular, it
is assumed that visual captioning is decomposed into two steps: from visual in-
puts to visual concepts, and from visual concepts to natural language descriptions.
One would be able to obtain an upper bound when assuming the first step is per-
fect and only requiring training a conditional language model for the second step.
We demonstrate the construction of such bounds on MS-COCO, YouTube2Text
and LSMDC (a combination of M-VAD and MPII-MD). Surprisingly, despite of
the imperfect process we used for visual concept extraction in the first step and the
simplicity of the language model for the second step, we show that current state-
of-the-art models fall short when being compared with the learned upper bounds.
Furthermore, with such a bound, we quantify several important factors concerning
image and video captioning: the number of visual concepts captured by different
models, the trade-off between the amount of visual elements captured and their
accuracy, and the intrinsic difficulty and blessing of different datasets.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 MOTIVATION

Recent advance in machine learning, particularly deep learning, has shown great promise in de-
veloping powerful and flexible probabilistic models that are capable of handling real-world tasks.
For instance, deep neural networks have been widely used to tackle challenging perception-related
problems such as object recognition (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), speech recognition Dahl et al. (2012)
and machine translation (Cho et al., 2014; Sutskever et al., 2014), Go playing (Silver et al., 2016)
with great success. This has further inspired a new generation of research that adapts deep learning
models to the task of image and video captioning where a natural language description is automati-
cally produced by a model when it is presented with only visual inputs. Therefore, image and video
captioning goes beyond the simple classification where outputs are independent classes. Both visual
inputs and output captions are rich in their statistical structure, making it necessary to model not
only different modalities individually but also the relationship between them.

With standard datasets publicly available, such as COCO (Lin et al., 2014) and Flickr (Hodosh et al.,
2013; Young et al.) in image captioning, and YouTube2Text (Guadarrama et al., 2013), MVAD
(Torabi et al., 2015), and MPI-MD (Rohrbach et al., 2015b) in video captioning, the field has been
progressing in an astonishing speed. For instance, the state-of-the-art results on COCO image cap-
tioning has been improved rapidly from 0.17 to 0.31 in BLEU with a series of work by Kiros et al.
(2014); Devlin et al. (2015b); Donahue et al. (2015); Vinyals et al. (2014); Xu et al. (2015b); Mao
et al. (2015); Karpathy & Fei-Fei (2014); Bengio et al. (2015); Qi Wu et al. (2015). Similarly, the
benchmark on YouTube2Text has been repeatedly pushed from 0.31 to 0.50 in BLEU score, with
the work of Rohrbach et al. (2013); Venugopalan et al. (2015b); Yao et al. (2015); Venugopalan
et al. (2015a); Xu et al. (2015a); Rohrbach et al. (2015a); Yu et al. (2015); Ballas et al. (2016).
Furthermore, the evaluation procedure has also been established and agreed upon. Automatic evalu-
ation metrics such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), METEOR (Denkowski & Lavie, 2014), CIDEr
(Vedantam et al., 2015) are used to measure the quality of generated captions, while testset perplex-
ity or likelihood may also be used when available. Inevitably, as it has happened only so often, the
benchmark on image and video captioning has or will most likely reach to a point where further
improvement may become less and less significant.

Instead of proposing novel models to improve any benchmark, this work takes a different view of
the problem and investigates the possibility of upper bounding the performance of visual captioning
tasks. Admittedly, the ideal upper bound is the human performance. Unfortunately, such an upper
bound hardly provides enough guidance for problem solving or understanding. The main objective
of this work is therefore to develop a method that offers not only just the upper bound itself but
also deeper insight of the potential pros and cons of various models and algorithms. We therefore
propose an empirically trainable and model-based upper bound.

1.2 FUNDAMENTAL ASSUMPTIONS

To obtain an upper bound, we follow the assumption implicitly used in Rohrbach et al. (2013) and
Fang et al. (2015) (see Section 2.3) that the image and video captioning task may be solved with
two steps. Consider the model P (w|v) where v refers to usually high dimensional visual inputs,
such as representations of an image or a video, and w refers to a caption, usually a sentence of
natural language description. In order to work well, P (w|v) needs to form higher level visual
concept, either explicitly or implicitly, based on v in the first step, denoted as P (a|v), followed by
a language model that transforms visual concept into a legitimate sentence, denoted by P (w|a). a
referes to atoms (see Section 3.1) that are visually perceivable from v. Such a two-step process is
elaborated in Section 3.

The above assumption suggests an alternative way to build a performance upper bound. In particular,
we assume the first step is perfect in the sense that visual concept (or hints) is observed with 100%
accuracy (this assumption is however relaxed in Section 6.4.3 for analysis). And then we train the
best language model conditioned on hints to produce captions. This procedure constructs a mapping
from abstract concept to language, and as one increases or decreases the number of concept observed
(see Section 6.4.1), the performance of the conditional language model would vary accordingly.
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When sufficiently trained, it is therefore possible to establish a series of performance upper bounds
each of which is associated with different number of observed visual concept.

1.3 GAINING INSIGHTS FROM THE UPPER BOUNDS

Once upper bounds are obtained for a dataset in question, one could compare the performance of
state-of-the-art models against them. Specifically, those models typically report their performance
based on standard evaluation metrics. And the proposed upper bounds connect the number of cap-
tured visual concept with the optimal performance achievable on the same type of metrics.

Therefore, using the bounds, one could easily map the performance of different models of P (w|v)
directly into the number of concept a detector would need to capture in order to reach the same
performance. This comparison offers insights into separating contribution from visual and language
modeling. Without the bound, one could only make overall judgement of joint effectiveness of both.

In addition, the bound offers insight into the intrinsic difficulties of various datasets. Comparing
the performance upper bound across different datasets provides a quantitative and objective way to
show how hard the task on those datasets could be. In fact, we have observed in this way that the
widely used standard benchmark datasets have vastly different properties in nature. This provides a
general guideline when developing and competing novel algorithms.

1.4 CONTRIBUTIONS

In summary, this work takes on the problem of image and video captioning and contributes in several
aspects:

1. We propose a model-based method to empirically compute an upper bound on the per-
formance of image and video captioning models. The proposed bound is adaptive and
trainable on a particular dataset.

2. Using the proposed bound, we suggest to compare the current state-of-the-art model against
it. This comparison helps to ground models’ capacity of visual modeling, apart from lan-
guage modeling.

3. When being applied on different datasets, the bound offers insight on the intrinsic diffi-
culty and blessing of them. This could serve as a general guideline when designing new
algorithms and developing new models.

4. In the effort of improving performance towards the upper bounds, we investigate the case
where visual concept may not be realistically predicted with 100% accuracy and demon-
strate a trade-off between its quantity and accuracy.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 IMAGE CAPTIONING

The problem of image captioning has attracted a great amount of attention lately. Early work focused
on constructing linguistic templates or syntactic trees based on a set of concept from visual inputs
such as Kuznetsova et al. (2012); Mitchell et al. (2012); Kulkarni et al. (2013). Another popular
approach is based on caption retrieval in the embedding space such as Kiros et al. (2014); Devlin
et al. (2015b). Most recently, the use of language models conditioned on visual inputs have been
widely studied in the work of Fang et al. (2015) where a maximum entropy language model is used
and Donahue et al. (2015); Vinyals et al. (2014); Xu et al. (2015b); Mao et al. (2015); Karpathy &
Fei-Fei (2014) where recurrent neural network based models are built to generate natural language
descriptions. The work of Devlin et al. (2015a) advocates to combine both types of language models.
Furthermore, CIDEr (Vedantam et al., 2015) was proposed as an alternative evaluation metric for
image captioning and is shown to be more advantageous compared with BLEU and METEOR. To
further improve the performance, Bengio et al. (2015) suggests a simple sampling algorithm during
training, which was one of the winning recipes for MSR-COCO Captioning challenge 1, and Jia et al.
(2015) suggests the use of extra semantic information to guide the language generation process.

1http://mscoco.org
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2.2 VIDEO CAPTIONING

Similarly, video captioning has made substantial progress recently. Early models such as Kojima
et al. (2002); Barbu et al. (2012); Rohrbach et al. (2013) tend to focus on constrained domains
with limited appearance of activities and objects in videos. They also rely heavily on hand-crafted
video features, followed by a template-based or shallow statistical machine translation approaches
to produce captions. Borrowing success from image captioning, recent models such as Venugopalan
et al. (2015b); Donahue et al. (2015); Yao et al. (2015); Venugopalan et al. (2015a); Xu et al. (2015a);
Rohrbach et al. (2015a); Yu et al. (2015) and most recently Ballas et al. (2016) have adopted a more
general encoder-decoder approach with end-to-end parameter tuning. Videos are input into a specific
variant of encoding neural networks to form a higher level visual summary, followed by a caption
decoder by recurrent neural networks. Training such type of models are possible with the availability
of three relatively large scale datasets, one collected from YouTube by Guadarrama et al. (2013), the
other two constructed based on Descriptive Video Service (DVS) on movies by Torabi et al. (2015)
and Rohrbach et al. (2015b). The latter two have recently been combined together as the official
dataset for Large Scale Movie Description Challenge (LSMDC) 2.

2.3 CAPTURING HIGHER-LEVEL VISUAL CONCEPT

The idea of using intermediate visual concept to guide the caption generation has been discussed
in Qi Wu et al. (2015) in the context of image captioning and in Rohrbach et al. (2015a) for video
captioning. Both work trained classifiers on a predefined set of visual concepts, extracted from
captions using heuristics from linguistics and natural language processing. Our work resembles
both of them in the sense that we also extract similar constituents from captions. The purpose of
this study, however, is different. By assuming perfect classifiers on those visual atoms, we are
able to establish the performance upper bounds for a particular dataset. Note that a simple bound
is suggested by Rohrbach et al. (2015a) where METEOR is measured on all the training captions
against a particular test caption. The largest score is picked as the upper bound. As a comparison,
our approach constructs a series of upper bounds that are trained to generate captions given different
number of visual hints. Therefore, such bounds are clear indication of models’ ability of capturing
concept within images and videos when performing caption generation, instead of the one suggested
by Rohrbach et al. (2015a) that performs caption retrieval.

3 OVERALL FORMULATION OF THE EMPIRICAL UPPER BOUNDS

The upper bound is inspired by the following observation that

P (w|v) =
∑

a

Pθ(w|a)P (a|v) (1)

where w = {w1, . . . , wt} denotes a caption containing a sequence of words having a length t.
v denotes the visual inputs such as an image or a video. a denotes visual concepts which we call
“atoms”. We have explicitly factorized the captioning model P (w|v) into two parts, P (w|a), which
we call the conditional language model given atoms, and P (a|v), which we call conditional atom
model given visual inputs. To establish the upper bound, we assume that the atom model is given
as an oracle. This amounts to treat P (a|v) as a Dirac delta function that assigns all the probability
mass to the observed atom a. Therefore, Equ. (1) is simplified as

P (w|v) = Pθ(w|a) (2)

Therefore, with the fully observed a, the task of image and video captioning reduces to the task
of language modeling conditioned on atoms. This is arguably a much easier task compared with
the direct modeling of P (w|v), therefore a well-trained model could be treated as a performance
upper bound of it. One could vary the amount of atoms given to Equ. (2). Information contained
in a directly influences the difficulty of modeling Pθ(w|a). For instance, if no atoms are available,
Pθ(w|a) reduces to unconditional language modeling, which could be considered as a lower bound
of P (w|v). By increasing the amount of information a carries, the modeling of Pθ(w|a) becomes
more and more straightforward.

2https://sites.google.com/site/describingmovies/
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3.1 CONSTRUCTING ATOMS FROM CAPTIONS

In principal, each configuration of a may be associated with a different distribution Pθ(w|a), there-
fore a different performance upper bound. We define configuration as an orderless collection of

unique atoms. That is, a(k) = {a1, . . . , ak} where k the size of the bag and all items in the bag are
different from each other. Considering the particular problem of image and video captioning, atoms
are defined as words in captions that are most related to actions, entities, and attributes of entities.

The reason of using these three particular choices of language components as atoms is not an ar-
bitrary decision. It is reasonable to consider these three types among the most visually perceivable
ones when human describes visual content in natural language. We further verify this by conducting
a human evaluation procedure to identify “visual” atoms from this set and show that a dominant
majority of them indeed match human visual perception, detailed in Section 6.4.2. Being able to
capture these important concepts is considered as crucial in getting superior performance. There-
fore, comparing the performance of existing models against this upper bound reveals their ability of
capturing atoms from visual inputs when P (a|v) is unknown.

3.2 ANALYTICAL FORM OF THE EMPIRICAL UPPER BOUND

Given a bag of atoms a(k), and captions w, the upper bound is written as

Uk(θ) = logPθ(w|a(k)) = log

T
∏

t=1

P (wt|w<t,a
(k)) =

T
∑

t=1

logP (wt|w<t,a
(k)) (3)

Note that for different choice of atoms a(k), one would obtain a different upper bound Uk.

4 PARAMETERIZATION

4.1 MODEL Pθ(w|a(k))

Given a set of atoms a(k) that summarize the visual concept appearing in the visual inputs v, this

section describes the detailed parameterization of the model Pθ(w|a(k)) with θ denoting the overall
parameters. In particular, we adopt the commonly used encoder-decoder framework (Cho et al.,
2014) to model this conditional based on the following simple factorization

Pθ(w|a(k))) = Pθ(w1|a
(k)))Pθ(w2|w1,a

(k))) . . . Pθ(wt|w<t,a
(k))) (4)

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are natural choices when outputs are identified as sequences.
The overall model can be written as

[

p(wt | w<t,a
(k)))

ht

]

= ψ(ht−1,wt−1,a
(k))) (5)

where ht represents the RNN state at timestep t. Vanilla RNNs, however, encountered serious
issues when used to model long term dependencies. We hence borrow the recent success from a
variant of RNNs called Long-short term memory networks (LSTMs) first introduced in Hochreiter
& Schmidhuber (1997), formulated as the following





p(wt | w<t,a
(k)))

ht

ct



 = ψ(ht−1, ct−1,wt−1,a
(k))). (6)

where compared with Equ. (5), an extra ct is used to denote the memory state of LSTMs at timestep
t.

4.2 MODEL ATOMS AS A BAG OF WORDS

A set of atoms a(k) is treated as “a bag of words”. As with the use of word embedding matrix

in neural language modeling (Bengio et al., 2003), the ith atom a
(k)
i is used to index the atom

embedding matrix Ea[a
(k)
i ] to obtain a vector representation of it. Then the representation of the

entire set of atoms is Φ(a(k)) =
∑k

i=1 Ea[a
(k)
i ].
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4.3 LSTM PARAMETERIZATIONS

Combined with the bag of words representation of atoms, an LSTM parameterizes

ψ(ht−1, ct−1,wt−1,a
(k)) in Equ. (6) as following

ft = σ(WfEw [wt−1] +Ufht−1 +AfΦ(a
(k)) + bf ),

it = σ(WiEw [wt−1] +Uiht−1 +AiΦ(a
(k)) + bi),

ot = σ(WoEw [wt−1] +Uoht−1 +AoΦ(a
(k)) + bo),

c̃t = tanh(WcEw [wt−1] +Ucht−1 +AcΦ(a
(k)) + bc),

ct = ft ⊙ ct−1 + it ⊙ c̃t,

ht = ot ⊙ ct.

where Ew denotes the word embedding matrix, as apposed to the atom embedding matrix Ea in
Section 4.2. W, U, A and b are parameters of the LSTM. With the LSTM’s state ht, the probability
of the next word in the sequence is

pt = softmax(Up tanh(Wpht + bp) + d), (7)

with parameters Up, Wp, bp and d.

4.4 OVERALL TRAINING CRITERION

Based on Equ (3), the overall training criterion is as the following

θ = argmax
θ

Uk(θ) = log

N
∏

n=1

Pθ(w
(n)|a(n,k)) =

N
∑

n=1

T
∑

t=1

logPθ(w
(n)
t |w

(n)
<t ,a

(n,k)) (8)

given N training pairs (w(n),a(n,k)). θ represents parameters in the LSTM, discussed in Section
4.3. Intuitively, training amounts to maximizing the proposed upper bound given ground truth cap-
tions and atoms extracted from them. Section 6.2 provides details of atom extraction.

5 IMPLICATION AND CONSTRAINT OF THE EMPIRICAL UPPER BOUNDS

The formulation of Section 3 is generic, only relying on the assumption the two-step visual caption-
ing process, independent of the parameterization in Section 4. In practice, however, one needs to
take into account several contributing factors to the trained upper bounds.

• Atoms, or visual concepts, may be defined as 1-gram words, 2-gram phrases and so on. Ar-
guably a mixture of N-gram representations has the potential to capture more complicated
correlations among visual concepts. For simplicity, this work uses only 1-gram representa-
tions, detailed in Section 6.2.

• The procedure used to extract atoms needs to be reliable, extracting mainly visual concepts,
leaving out non-visual concepts. To ensure this, the procedure used in this work is verified
with human evaluation, detailed in 6.4.2.

• The modeling capacity of the conditional language Pθ(w|a(k)) has a direct influence on
the obtained upper bounds. Section 4 has shown one example of many possible parameter-
izations.

• The upper bounds may be sensitive to the training procedure and its hyper-parameters (see
Section 6.3).

It is therefore important to keep in mind that the empirically obtained upper bound is conditioned
on the above factors. Quite surprisingly, however, with the simplest procedure and parameterization
adopted in this work, we show in the experimental section that the obtained upper bounds serve their
purpose reasonably well.
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6 EXPERIMENTS

We demonstrate the procedure of computing the proposed upper bound on some standard datasets.
For image captioning, we choose COCO, the largest one available to date. For video captioning, we
choose YouTube2Text and LSMDC, both widely used for evaluating model performance.

6.1 DATASETS

MS COCO (Lin et al., 2014) is the most commonly used benchmark dataset in image captioning. It
consists of 82,783 training and 40,504 validation images, much larger than Flickr8k and Flickr30k.
Each image is accompanied by 5 captions, all in one sentence. We follow the split used in Xu et al.
(2015b) where a subset of 5,000 images are used as validation, and another subset of 5,000 images
are used for testing.

YouTube2Text is the most commonly used benchmark dataset in video captioning. It consists of
1,970 video clips, each accompanied with multiple captions. Overall, there are 80,000 video and
caption pairs. Following Yao et al. (2015), it is split into 1,200 clips for training, 100 for validation
and 670 for testing.

Another two datasets have been recently introduced in Torabi et al. (2015) and Rohrbach et al.
(2015b). Compared with YouTube2Text, they are both much larger in the number of video clips.
As they are created based with semi-automatically transcribed descriptive video description service
(DVS), most clips are associated with one or two captions. There has been a recent effort to merge
two datasets together for Large Scale Movie Description Challenge (LSMDC). 3 We therefore call
this particular dataset LSMDC. The official splits contain 91,908 clips for training, 6,542 for valida-
tion and 10,053 for testing.

6.2 ATOM EXTRACTION

!

!

visual'input' caption' entity' action' attribute'

!

A! blue! train! sitting! along!
side!of!a!green!forest.!

train,! !
side,! !
forest!

sit! blue,!
green!

!
Old! train! left! out! on! the!
ground!has!graffiti!all!over!it!

train,!
it,!

ground!

leave,!
graffiti,!
have!

old!

Two! abandoned! blue! and!
white! train! cars! next! to!
trees.!

car,!
train,!
tree!

abandon!
blue,!
white,!
next!

!

A! man! with! a! skateboard!
under!him,!not!touching,!are!
in!the!air.!

air,!
skateboard,!

him,!
man!

touch! NA!

Two!guys!are!skateboarding!
and! performing! jumps! and!
tricks.!

jump,!
trick,!
guy!

perform,!
skateboard! NA!

Two! men! doing! tricks! on!
skateboards! at! the! skate!
park!

trick,!
park,!
men,!

skateboard!

do! skate!

!

Figure 1: Given ground truth captions, three categories of visual atoms (entity, action and attribute)
are automatically extracted using NLP Parser. “NA” denotes the empty atom set.

As previously mentioned in Section 3.1, visual concepts in images and videos are summarized as
atoms that are provided to the caption language model. For the purpose of automation we have
argued in Section 3.1, to some extent, that atoms could be represented by words related to three
categories: actions, entities, and attributes. To identify these three classes, we utilize the publicly
available Stanford natural language parser 4 to automatically extract them. After a caption is parsed,

3https://sites.google.com/site/describingmovies/
4http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml
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we apply simple heuristics based on the tags produced by the parser, ignoring the phrase and sen-
tence level tags 5:

• words tagged with {“NN”, “NNP”, “NNPS” ,“NNS”, “PRP”} as entity atoms

• words tagged with {“VB”, “VBD”, “VBG”, “VBN”, “VBP”, “VBZ”} as action atoms.

• words tagged with {“JJ”, “JJR”, “JJS”} as attribute atoms.

After atoms are identified, they are lemmatized with NLTK lemmatizer 6 to unify them to their
original dictionary format 7. The result of such a procedure is illustrated in Figure 1.

Following the above procedure, we extracted atoms for COCO, YouTube2Text and LSMDC. This
gives 14,207 entities, 4,736 actions and 8,671 attributes for COCO, 6,922 entities, 2,561 actions,
2,637 attributes for YouTube2Text, and 12,895 entities, 4,258 actions, 8550 attributes for LSMDC.
Note that although the total number of atoms of each categories may be large, atom frequency varies.
In addition, the language parser does not guarantee the perfect tags. Therefore, when atoms are being
used in training the upper bounds, we sort them according to their frequency and make sure to use
more frequent ones first to also give priority to atoms with larger coverage, detailed in Section 6.3
below.

6.3 TRAINING

After the atoms are extracted, they are sorted according to the frequency they appear in the dataset,
with the most frequent one leading the sorted list. Taking first k items from this list gives the top k

most frequent ones, forming a bag of atoms denoted by a(k) where k is the size of the bag. Condi-
tioned on the atom bag, the upper bounds are maximized based on the training criterion discussed
in Section 4.4.

To form captions, we used a vocabulary of size 20k, 13k and 25k for COCO, YouTube2Text and
LSMDC respectively. For all three datasets, models were trained on training set with different
configuration of (1) atom embedding size, (2) word embedding size and (3) LSTM state and memory
size. To avoid overfitting we also experimented weight decay and Dropout (Hinton et al., 2012)
to regularize the models with different size. In particular, we experimented with random hyper-
parameter search by Bergstra & Bengio (2012) with range [128, 1024] on (1), (2) and (3). Similarly
we performed random search on the weight decay coefficient with a range of [10−6, 10−2], and
whether or not to use dropout. Optimization was performed by SGD, minibatch size 128, and with
Adadelta (Zeiler, 2012) to automatically adjust the per-parameter learning rate. Model selection
was done on the standard validation set, with an early stopping patience of 2,000 (early stop if no
improvement made after 2,000 minibatch updates). We report the results on the test splits.

6.4 INTERPRETATION

All three metrics – BLEU, METEOR and CIDER are computed with Microsoft COCO Evaluation
Server (Chen et al., 2015). Figure 2 summarizes the learned upper bounds with an increasing number
of k. We make several observations based on the figure.

6.4.1 BOUNDING PERFORMANCE OF EXISTING MODELS

As an upper bound, one could compare the current state-of-the-art models’ performance against the
established bounds in Figure 2. Table 1 shows the comparison with the established upper bounds on
three different datasets. Without such a bound, it would have been difficult to draw any conclusion
about the models’ capacity of capturing visual concept. With Figure 2, however, one could easily
associate a particular performance with the equivalent number of atoms perfectly captured, across
all 3 atom categories, as illustrated in Table 1, including the upper bounds in bold. It is somehow
surprising that state-of-the-art models have performance that is equivalent to capturing only a small
amount of “ENT” and “ALL”.

5For a complete list of tags and their meaning, refer to https://web.archive.org/web/

20130517134339/http://bulba.sdsu.edu/jeanette/thesis/PennTags.html
6http://www.nltk.org/
7The final set of atoms is available at git@github.com:yaoli/atoms.git
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Figure 2: Learned upper bounds on COCO (top), YouTube2Text (middle) and LSMDC (bottom).

The number of atoms a(k) is varied on x-axis and upper bounds are computed on y-axis on testsets.
The first column shows the bounds on BLEU and METEOR with 3k atoms, k from each of the
three categories. The second column shows the bounds when k atoms are selected individually for
each category. CIDEr is used for COCO and YouTube2Text on column 2 as each test example is
associated with multiple ground truth captions, the case where CIDEr is deemed suitable (Vedantam
et al., 2015). For the second column of LSMDC, the more suitable METEOR is used, as argued by
Rohrbach et al. (2015a).
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Table 1: Measure semantic capacity of current state-of-the-art models. Using Figure 2, one could
easily map the reported metric to the number of visual atoms captured. This establishes an equiv-
alence between a model, the upper bound and a model’s semantic capacity. “ENT” for entities.
“ACT” for actions. “ATT” for attributes. “ALL” for all three categories combined. “B1” for BLEU-
1, “B4” for BLEU-4. “M” for METEOR. “C” for CIDEr. Note that the CIDEr is between 0 and 10,
in theory, according to Vedantam et al. (2015). The learned upper bound obtained in this work with
respect to different metric is denoted in bold.

B1 B4 M C ENT ACT ATT ALL

COCO
(Qi Wu et al., 2015)

0.74
0.80

0.31
0.35

0.26
0.30

0.94
1.4

∼200 ∼2100 >4000 ∼ 50

YouTube2Text
(Yu et al., 2015)

0.815
0.88

0.499
0.58

0.326
0.40

0.658
1.2

∼60 ∼500 >1900 ∼ 20

LSMDC
(Venugopalan et al., 2015a)

N/A
0.45

N/A
0.12

0.07
0.22

N/A
N/A

∼40 ∼50 ∼4000 ∼10

6.4.2 IDENTIFYING VISUAL ATOMS BY HUMAN EVALUATION

As discussed in Section 3.1, we conducted a simple human evaluation 8 to confirm that extracted
atoms are indeed predominantly visual. As it might be impractical to evaluate all the extracted atoms
for all three datasets, we focus on top 150 frequent atoms. This evaluation intends to match the last
column of Table 1 where current state-of-the-art models have the equivalent capacity of capturing
perfectly less than 100 atoms from each of three categories. Three people are asked to cast their
vote independently on the top 150 extracted atoms for each category for all three datasets. The final
decision of an atom being visual or not is made by majority vote. Table 2 shows the ratio of atoms
that are flagged visual by this procedure.

Table 2: Human evaluation of proportion of atoms that are voted as visual. It is clear that extracted
atoms from three categories contain dominant amount of visual elements, hence verifying the proce-
dure described in Section 3.1. Another observation is that entities and actions tend to be more visual
than attributes according to human perception.

entities actions attributes

COCO 92% 85% 81%
YouTube2Text 95% 91% 72%
LSMDC 83% 87% 78%

6.4.3 ATOM ACCURACY VERSUS ATOM QUANTITY

So far we have assumed that the atoms are given, or in other words, the prediction accuracy of atoms
is 100%. This is the case where one would like to upper bound the model performance. In reality,
one would hardly expect to have a perfect atom classifier. There is naturally a trade-off between
number of atoms one would like to capture and the prediction accuracy of it. Figure 3 quantifies this
trade-off on COCO and LSMDC. It also indicates the upper limit of performance given different

level of atom prediction accuracy. In particular, we have replaced a(k) in Equ. (3) by â
(k)
r where r

portion of a(k) are randomly selected and replaced by other randomly picked atoms not appearing

in a(k). The case of r = 0 corresponds to those shown in Figure 2. And the larger the ratio r, the
worse the assumed atom prediction is. The value of r is shown in the legend of Figure 3. According
to the figure, in order to improve the caption generation score, one would have two options, either
by keeping the number of atoms fixed while improving the atom prediction accuracy or by keeping
the accuracy while increasing the number of included atoms.

6.4.4 THE DIMINISHING RETURN

As the number of atoms k in a(k) increases, one would expect the upper bounds to be improved
accordingly. It is however not yet clear the speed of such improvement. In other words, the gain in

8The corresponding results are available at git@github.com:yaoli/atoms.git
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Figure 3: Learned upper bounds with various atom precision on COCO (left) and LSMDC (right).

The number of atoms â
(k)
r is varied on x-axis and upper bounds are computed on y-axis on testsets.

CIDEr is used for COCO and METEOR for LSMDC. Compared with Figure 2, the upper bounds are
obtained with various atom accuracy (r in legend) and atom quantity (x-axis). There is a trade-off
between atom accuracy and atom quantity. It shows one could increase the score by either improving

P (a(k)|v) with a fixed k or increase k. It also shows the maximal error bearable for different score.

performance may not be proportional to the number of atoms given when generating captions. Based
on the Figure 2, the upper bounds on all three datasets show a significant gain at the beginning and
such gain diminishes quickly as more and more atoms are used.

On the other hand, it is possible to further tighten the upper bounds obtained in Figure 2. Although
visual atoms dominant the three atom categories shown in Section 6.4.2, as they increase in num-
ber, it is possible that more and more non-visual atoms may be included, such as “living”, “try”,
“find” and “free” which are relatively difficult to be associated with a particular part of visual inputs
in images and videos. Excluding non-visual atoms in the conditional language model can further
tighten the upper bound as less hints are provided to it. The major difficulty lies in the labor of
hand-separating visual atoms from non-visual ones as to the our best knowledge this is difficult to
automate with heuristics.

6.4.5 RANKING THE IMPORTANCE OF THREE ATOM CATEGORIES

Column 2 of Figure 2 highlights the difference among actions, entities and attributes in generating
captions. For all three datasets tested, entities played much more important roles, even more so than
action atoms in general. This is particularly true on LSMDC where the gain of modeling attributes
is much less than modeling the other two categories.

6.4.6 DIFFICULTIES AND BLESSINGS OF PARTICULAR DATASETS

Figure 2 also reveals the intrinsic properties of each dataset. In general, the bounds on YouTube2Text
are much higher than COCO, and bounds on LSMDC are the lowest compare with the rest. For
instance, from the first column of the figure, taking 10 atoms respectively, BLUE-4 is around 0.15
for COCO, 0.30 for YouTube2Text and less than 0.05 for LSMDC. With little visual information
to condition upon, a strong language model is required, which makes a dramatic difference across
three datasets. Therefore the bounds, when compared across different datasets, offer an objective
measure of difficulties and blessings of using them in the captioning task.
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7 DISCUSSION

This work formulates performance upper bounds for image and video captioning. The upper bound
is constructed based on the assumption of decomposing visual captioning into two consecutive steps.
We have assumed the perfection of the first step where visual atoms are recognized, followed by
the second step where language models conditioned on visual atoms are trained to maximize the
probability of given captions. Such an empirical construction requires only automatic atom parsing
and the training of conditional language models, all done without extra labeling or costly human
evaluation besides the already given image/video and caption pairs.

Such a bound enables us to gain insight on several important factors accounting for both success
and failure of the current state-of-the-art models. It further reveals model independent properties on
different datasets, their difficulty and blessing. Furthermore, we relax the assumption of prefect atom
prediction. This sheds light on a trade-off between atom accuracy and atom coverage, providing
guidance to future research in this direction.

Importantly, our experimental results suggest that more efforts are required in step one where visual
inputs are converted into visual concepts (atoms). With recent success of achieving super-human
performance on ImageNet (for instance in He et al. (2015)), it would make sense to follow the two-
step hypothesis to first consider building an atom classifier with reasonable accuracy. Once properly
obtained, it is relatively easier to turn visual atoms into a natural language description. Such a two-
stage model is likely to yield better performance than those trained end-to-end on visual captioning
tasks, with a clear disentanglment of contributing factors.

Despite of its effectiveness shown in the experiments, the empirical upper bound is constructed with
the simplest atom extraction procedure and model parameterization in mind, which makes such a
construction in a sense a “lower bound” of the upper bound.

The bounds are measured on the most commonly used automatic evaluation metrics that have been
subjected to discussion regarding their closeness to human performance. This might be the case
in COCO image captioning, as observed in the recent MS-COCO captioning competition where
several models exibited super-human performance. We argue, however, that this may due to the
specificity of the COCO dataset (e.g., large overlap of training and test captions). This does not
sufficiently invalidate the usage of automatic metrics in video captioning. Furthermore, to our best
knowledge, none of the existing system comes even closer to human performance, as the video
captioning datasets are either too small (as in Youtube2Text) or too difficult (as in LSMDC).

It it also worth mentioning that there exist alternative ways to provide visual cues to the language
model besides atom extraction used in this work. For instance, the bounding boxes and their identity
could be used when available. This is indeed the case of MS-COCO, however not available for
YouTube2Text and LSMDC. The effect of incorporating such hints is left for future work.
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